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This yellow early reader includes a fun and educational story

about birds that like to sing. While each has a different voice,

they work well together. This early reader is simple and easy to

follow for children just starting to learn to read. It is also

interactive with repetitive phrases that they can join in on.

Jill Atkins & Kelly Breemer

Yellow

This Activity Pack is for:

What is a Maverick Activity Pack?
This activity pack is for teachers and parents to help build comprehension and
engagement when guiding their students and children in their reading journey.
There are many activities in this pack that can be used alongside our Early
Reader stories to encourage children to get stuck in after enjoying the story.
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Fill in the Gaps
Can you remember the words from the story?

1. Puffin was         up.

pop         bad fed

2. “I will be a pop               ,” said Puffin.

dancer   singer puffer

3. “Let me           you,” said Gannet.

hear          see sing

4. “I         sing, too,” said Gull.

can  may    pop

5. So all the            sang and sang.

singers cats birds

6. “I am a pop puffin           ,” he said.

bird  pop now
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Tip: 
If you can’t remember

which word is the right one,
have another read of the

story to see if you can 
spot it!
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Fill in a Letter
What is the missing letter?

1. “I need to have f    n,” he said.

u o i

2. He r    n to meet Gannet.

u i a

3. “    ut you cannot sing,” said Gannet.

B H M

4. “We are all goo    ,” said Gannet.

t s d

5. Moan, pip, quack,     ail.

f w v

6. Puffin was h    ppy!

i o a
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Tip:
If you get stuck, 

sound out the letters and see
which one makes a word.
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Word Search

Duck

Gannet

Gull

pop

Puffin

quack

singer

tap

P S Y A H P G O
U I Q C C U A T
G N U C G F N A
S G A D U F N P
J E C P L I E O
Z R K G L N T P
X U D I S R J A
P L Q S D U C K
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Words:



Answers
Fill in the gaps:
1. fed

2. singer

3. hear

4. can

5. birds

6. now

Fill in a letter:
1. u

2. a

3. B

4. d

5. w

6. a

Wordsearch:
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